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PART ONE – LAND ROVER NATIONAL RALLY

Day 1 - San Diego to Mesquite
The emerging trend makes me a little worried - doing household chores like
moving my daughter to her new quarters in Los Angeles right before (an hour
before) a three-thousand-mile trip. This year was no exception, so the midafternoon found me packing up random junk into the Disco. While I waited for my
brother Nikolay and little nephew Ilya to stuff their belongings into the cabin,
I spread the "Radio Shack" around - GPS, cell phone, cameras, iPod, CB, OBD-2
monitor, and all associated chargers, adapters, and cables around. This
nightmarish web would gradually erode through the trip, but at the beginning it
was borderline ridiculous.
Took off around 3 pm. Two-thirds of a gas tank later, we pulled over to a gas
station
in
Baker,
California.
The
World's
Tallest
thermometer
(http://www.roadsideamerica.com/story/2893) was inop - maybe maxed out and burst
open. Floorboard of the front passenger compartment - soaking wet from condensate
that failed to drain where intended. That was unexpected - I thought I've milked
the A/C drain nipple enough before the trip to make it happy...
Fueled up, spread the cool bottles of Gatorade around the pile of stuff, and
took off... That is, the instruments died before the truck had a chance to turn
the wheels once - a rerun of things of a month ago, on a trip to Yosemite. The
only remedy at this point was to disconnect the vehicle speed sensor - meaning we
would not see the speedometer alive or odometer move for the rest of the trip.
The night was spent, quite comfortably, in a hotel in Mesquite, Nevada. Took
a shot of a full 1.75-liter bottle of Tequila for a friend of mine, and sent him
a picture message.
Note to self: either unfamiliar spicy food for dinner, or Tequila, but not
together.
Tally for the day - 411 miles, all hard-top (not counting morning commute from LA to San Diego).

Day 2 - Mesquite to Breckenridge
On the way, stopped at Hurricane, Utah, to visit my niece at her school. The
weather - on the toasty side. No wind, but the monsoon clouds seem to be moving
towards north-east. Went back to I-15, the truck settled nicely at 75 mph highway
limit (GPS-indicated, due to inop speedo), 3000 rpm, and 204F of engine
temperature (shown by OBD-2 reader). I entertained myself observing the lack of
correlation between the engine fan engagement and engine temperature readings,
occasionally watching the traffic ahead.
Stopped a few times along the road to soak in the views (and the heat).
Crossed Colorado state line in late afternoon, with about two hundred miles
to go uphill to Breckenridge. The scattered cumulus clouds seem to be packed
tighter and tighter, and getting darker.
Despite my Disco's low 1:1.4 highway gears in the transfer case, we are
relegated to the right lane. Locals in turbo-diesel-powered pickup trucks blow by
at the limit of tire adhesion.
Around Vail, the clouds burst with a torrential downpour - which would not
let go until the wee hours in the morning. It made our quest for the place to
sleep (booked well in advance) a bit more geocaching - couldn't find the address
in Breck, asked a clerk in the hotel nearby, found out that there was no manned
lobby in our lodge, headed out to the main office (closed after hours), found the
envelope with instructions - you get the idea.
Before expiring, took a shot of 2/3-full bottle of Tequila for a friend, and
sent him a picture message.
Note to self: read the terms of the rental contract before rolling into town.
Tally for the day: about 620 miles, all on pavement.

Day 3 - Wheeler Lake
Yeee-haww! We are going to the Land Rover orgy. Grabbed our bag with goodies
from the Rally organizers, and headed to the meeting place for the trail rides.
The huge parking lot in the middle of Breck was full of Land Rovers - of all
vintage, models, builds, and so on. A lone Unimog towered in the center accepted to the Land Rover fold due to its uniqueness. Before we had a chance to
assess the trail options, I noticed only two D90s lined up for Wheeler Lake
trail; that made my choice easy - I wanted to drive to Wheeler Lake for 10 years
since I've been there the first time. That first time, I haven't made it to the
lake - running on street tires and with open differentials; the expectations for
this time were higher roughly in proportion with extra equipment bolted to the
same truck (now, 10 years and 150 thousand miles older).
The anxiety of the trail sign-up out of the way, we've gone apeshit taking
photos of all truck around. There was quite a sight indeed, with the field
densely populated with definitely-non-NAS 110s. Finally, the DOT 25-year-sliding
window opened the U.S. 4x4 market up for some good stock!
Two more D90s signed up for the run, and off we went.
The turn-off to Wheeler Lake came quickly, and we stopped by the defunct mine
to admire the scenery (and reluctantly air down to 28 psi from the highway 45).
The trail is often rated as difficult - the rating comes from two scarylooking waterfalls near the bottom of the trail (which are not at all bad when
dry), and a long, steep, rocky, and slippery climb covering the last half a mile
before the lake. Bill Davis, in his green D90, made a great show of driving up a
waterfall at almost highway speed.
A.J., our trail leader, expertly guided us over the waterfalls and the
slippery spot near the last turn before the lake - a flat granite slab in the
middle of the trail, with a deep rut on the left and loose rocks on the right,
required some work to clear. One of these "bigger IS better" cases, as far as
tire size is concerned - none of the D90s encountered any difficulties.
At the lake, the business of the first order for me was to find the source of
ugly metallic rattle under the truck - it turned out to be a lower shock bushing
that vacated its spot (along with a large washer that kept it in place). Bill,
one of the run participants, offered me a few polyurethane bushings of various
sizes - one of which was used to fabricate the replacement. As I was under the
truck, anyway, I took the stock of the underside - and noticed the scratches and
a gouge in the rear driveshaft. Must have been that rock...
The photos will do a better justice to the lake's beauty - I'll try to
refrain from waxing lyrical about the wonders of nature.
Matt of Rockware Motorsports entertained the small crowd driving a remotecontrolled jeep over the rock piles. Kids had a blast going where their parents
told them not to.
The descent from the lake was uneventful - sometimes gravity does help.
Came home rather early - guess that was due to the small size of the trail
group.
Ilya, my little nephew, came down with a mild case of altitude sickness - but
not bad enough to skip the cocktail party.
Met a bunch of people, made a few new friends.
Before hitting the bed, took a photo of half-full bottle of Tequila for a
friend, and sent him a picture message.
Note to Bilstein - your shock absorbers do NOT last forever. I have a pile in
my garage that clearly lost their damping efficiency. And the bushings suck.
P.S. Note to Bilstein - your shock absorbers plain suck. Three week after the
trip the threads between the top eye and the shaft stripped clean.
Tally for the day - 34 miles, out of which 10 - off pavement.

Day 4 - Boreas Pass and Red Cone
After a lame attempt of a breakfast, we are back to the gathering place.
Wheeler Lake became 12-vehicle popular, which made me glad we went there
yesterday.
I couldn't make up my mind about Holy Cross, especially with already bent
driveshaft, and that was the extent of my knowledge of the local trails. After a
few minutes of feverish reading up on the trail descriptions, we settled on the
run that had the line of one vehicle (of Neil Haver, the trail leader) - that was
to go to Red Cone.
Have we read the trail description on the National Rally's website, we would
have most likely passed up the run. Neil noted that the trail rating did not
necessarily equal to the amount of fun on the trail, and mentioned a few
adrenaline-fueled spots on the Red Cone.
A few other participants joined - and un-joined the run, until Olaf Kithau
from Land Rover Club of San Diego rolled up in his D1, followed by his Moab buddy
Chris in a nicely-informal Series rover. In a little while, Ali joined the run in
a 95 LWB Classic, and the convoy was completed with a clean D2 belonging to
Pangaea Expeditions.
Soon, we were off to Boreas Pass - a rather scenic but nicely-graded dirt
road.
The
trail
is
well-described
at
TrailDamage
website
(http://www.traildamage.com/trails/index.php?id=74); I would beg to differ on the
opinion that the passenger car could do this trail slowly without any issues. I'd
bet the passenger car could do this trail flat out, pedal to the metal.
We reached a village of Como, and turned left on Highway 285. A dozen or so
miles down the road, we pulled off to the Red Cone trail.
Spent about twenty minutes with usual pre-trail small talk, photo taking, and
airing down (who hasn't aired down yet), and went off to the trail.
After meandering up a series of tight switchbacks, we were almost above the
treeline (with a few clumps of junipers here and there), and into the more-open
area. The trail steepened, and the rocks underfoot loosened; Chris was doing a
commendable job in his no-frills Series truck. We soon came to a fork that
offered an easier and a more difficult way uphill; not sure if this is the spot
that earns the nickname "Big Rocks" on TrailDamage website - none of the rocks
were all that big.
Yet, I managed to drag the rear driveshaft on one once again (Note to self:
beware of volunteer spotters).
It took quite a while for the group to drive through this spot; at some
point, Pangaea Expeditions Discovery emerged from the other branch of the trail.
From there on, it was steady climb to the top, and the Red Cone peak finally
showed up. It looked like one giant fin sticking up in the sky, with a trail
going up almost along its spine; one side abruptly dropped off one or two
thousand feet, and another "gently" sloped off in the opposite direction.
"Gently" is relative here, however - should you roll sideways, don't expect to
stop anytime soon.

We reached the top, parked the trucks as tight as we could for the Kodak
moment, and pondered the descent. Took in the views of surrounding mountains Webster Pass trail was still officially closed, due to what looked like a tiny
pile of snow at the entrance.
In a little while, Neal headed downhill; not being particularly fond of my
truck's brakes, I suggested my passengers to walk downhill and followed suit.
It was steep all right, but nowhere as bad as the Heart Attack Hill in Moab.
I didn't even have to keep both feet on the brake pedal actually, I had my right foot on gas a little, since the
engine developed the propensity to stall under heavy brake
application. The dirt under the wheels was somewhat loose,
which made it a little bit more fun.
We took the obligatory photos and videos of vehicles
headed downhill, packed into the
trucks,
and
drove
away
to
Montezuma and then to Breck. By
the way, the pile of snow at the
entrance to Webster Pass looked a
lot more impressive close by - I
had to take back my comment about
digging through it.
Came
back
to
town
early
enough to ride the chair lift to
the mountain slopes and walk
around a bit.
Pan-fried some of the boletes
(of
slimy
Jack
and
porcini
varieties) for dinner, washed down
with tequila.
To cap the day, I took a photo of whatever was
left in the bottle of Tequila for a friend, and sent
him a picture message.
Watching the fireworks in the night sky and
listening to rain and thunder, I commended myself for
booking a room in the lodge instead of camping. Last
year's daily morning and evening routine of drying up
the sleeping bags became old quickly.
Tally for the day - about 92 miles, out of which about 31 - off pavement.

Day 5 - Middle Fork, SOB Hill, and Glacier Ridge
Found out that there would be no organized trail rides this day. Nikolay
favored Glacier Ridge, and in absence of opposition, we chose Middle Fork trail
as one that would take us to the Ridge.
Waited at the trailhead for more takers for the trail, nobody came; drove off
to the woods towards the ghost town of Swandyke. Along the way, stopped several
times for wild mushroom hunting, and quickly amassed a collection beyond what we
could eat in a single sitting.
Stopped between the remnants of the buildings in Swandyke, walked around a
little and took a bunch of pictures. Drove on, gaining elevation quickly; took a
wrong branch of the trail and in a few switchbacks ended up in snow - which
quickly proved to be very much impassable in our truck.
Returned back to trail, and after some cross-correlating the Charles Wells'
book and LRNR trail booklet, decided that we had to go back to the trail leading
from the Middle Fork to Glacier Ridge.
Here's a quote from TrailDamage: "The turn off is not clearly marked. As you
travel uphill you will see one turnoff to the right with an unusable bridge, with
a trail on the other side. This trail used to be a shortcut to Georgia Pass but
it is no longer in use. The next turn looks like it might be the right one but it
is not. You are looking for a third fork in the road."
"Not clearly marked" is quite an understatement. It took us several tries to
find the right turn-off; the others led us to dead ends - which was good
entertainment of viewing old mines or abandoned cabins, but took a while to turn
around. Moreover, the trail had a few spur trails branching off - which were also
unmarked and had fresh tire marks on them, so we've "bagged" those as well.
Soon we came to what (as we learned later) was known as SOB Hill. In every
reference, it carries a pretty decent difficulty rating - even going downhill
(the only direction the LRNR trail guide indicated), and we were headed up. The
rating is based on the single obstacle - a "rock garden" somewhat similar to one
at Holcomb Creek trail in San Bernardino Mountains in California, but with bonus
points: rocks are sharp, the path is very narrow with very tight turns between
the trees, and it is very steep. Halfway up, we met a group of local off-roaders

(who chose the two-wheel, two-stroke recreation for
the day), and took their suggestion of by-passing
several ledges near the top. One of them gloomy
recalled having to winch himself out while driving a
truck with 39" tires.
In process of working the truck up the hill, we
never even thought of taking any photos. The only
one here (on the next page) is shamelessly poached
from http://mycolorado.org/images/glacier_ridge/pages/IMG_4167.htm .
Here’s a quote from 4x4now.com – “S.O.B. Hill.
No picture can do it justice. Photos just can't
capture how rugged and steep it is. It is so rugged
you can get stuck going down. To minimize body
damage and avoid getting stuck you really should
have a ground guide because you can't see much over
your hood.” I am not sure I’d entirely agree with
that, but reading it made me feel less of a pussy.
The trail literally made it out of the woods,
and we took the trail that was skirting the base of
what looked like Glacier Peak, towards the junction
of Georgia Pass trail and the trail leading back to
Breckenridge. All of a sudden, a T-junction came
about, with the rocky leg of the T shooting straight
up the hill! Nikolay took the helm, and headed up; I
got myself busy dispensing advice and shooting the
photos, stealing occasional views of the tachometer.
My guess is that my brother, well-known for
being lead-footed off-road, didn't want to hurt my
feelings by bashing my truck, and kept our pace a
little slower than we should have. At some point, we
came upon a patch of loose dirt uncovered by the
rocks, and the Disco dug itself in. Here came the
scariest moment of our trip, when Nikolay set about
flipping the gear shifter into Reverse; the images
of me flying backwards in full-size Cherokee
downhill at the Pilot Rock trail in California
flashed back in full colors. I retook my driver's
seat, and gently eased down in first forward gear
(in low range, of course) - that gives an idea of
slope of the trail; the off-idle equivalent of our
truck's gearing is about 70:1. From that moment to
when we finally reached the peak, my main order of
business was to keep the tach between 3500 and 4000
rpm - and yet in a few places it dropped dangerously
close to no-torque-left 2200. It is interesting to
note that TrailDamage's opinion on this hill - "This
hill will probably require 4-wheel drive" is
accurate, in the sense that weight transfer on this
hill is so pronounced that the front wheels are not
going
to
have
a
significant
impact.
The
TrailDamage's
description
of
the
trail
(http://www.traildamage.com/trails/index.php?id=340)
is remarkably accurate.
On the top, we took a deep breath - especially
given the altitude of nearly 12800 ft, and scattered
around for the photo op. I'll leave off waxing

lyrical about the place, and let the photos tell
the story.
On the way down, I suggested my passengers to
walk the steepest portion of the descent; we
proceeded along the ridge's back to the smaller
peak in the direction of Georgia Pass. At the
smaller peak, a red Jeep Wrangler was parked, and
a gentleman with a notebook computer sat nearby
in a folding chair. Indeed, what a place to bang
out a few PowerPoint slides, fill up an Excel
spreadsheet, or surf a porn site or a couple!
We didn't know the road downhill, and
really, really did not want to come down the way
we came up; so we asked the gentleman if there
were another road to the civilization. He looked
a little puzzled, and said there was only one.
Apparently, the "Glacier Peak Climb" is not
widely-known among the locals; but we were
delighted to use that the rocky and choppy twotrack downhill. Met a group of people in two Land
Rovers at the junction of Georgia Pass trail and
the road to Breckenridge, had a beer, and headed
to town - just in time for the Vendors' Event,
barbecue, and raffle.
Stocked
up
on
stickers,
beer
cozies,
Superwinch hats, and other assorted swag, chatted
with friends, and went home. On the way to the
hotel, I noticed a guy walking down the street
with
what
looked
like
a
Discovery
rear
driveshaft, and made a mental note that I should
have been walking with that part in my hands...
Later, I would learn that it was indeed the
driveshaft I would have learned that I needed,
and that was the only driveshaft that this
particular vendor have had in stock. Live and
learn.
Another "hunch-notification" on the way back
was the occasional tendency of the truck to
wander - which I could not relate to the pavement
slope, or side wind, or anything else. Made a
mental notch and dismissed. Of lesser note was
the progressive softness of the brake pedal,
requiring double-pumping in the steepest downhill
grades.
Spend the better part of the evening cleaning
up the pile of wild mushrooms, packing the pieces
into Ziploc bags and stuffing in the freezer.
After a long day, we were too beat up to cook a
proper dinner, so we simply heated up some beef
franks, and washed them down with the rest of the
Sauza.
Note: neither Google Maps nor Bing Maps
could plot the route. Not even a part of it!
Tally for the day - about 26 miles, out of which about 21 - off
pavement.

Day 6 - Forced R&R
I can barely remember what trail we signed up for the day - believe it was
Twin Cone. Before the run, I crawled under the truck and tried to shake and move
everything I could to determine if there was any particular blown bushing or
loose fastener that could explain the tendency of the truck to steer itself
noticed the day before; only found that the rear axle pinion would jerk up and
down if the truck was rocked forward to rear. That indicated, among other things,
a loose rear A-arm ball joint, but it wouldn't do much for the wandering.
Bill Davis, our group-mate for the Wheeler Lake trail run, brought us a
couple of steaks he cooked last night - something we appreciated in the morning,
but much more so - later in the day.
The group turned out to be small, and we headed South on Hwy.9 towards Alma
and Fairplay.
All was sort of okay until we crested the pass, and started the descent
towards Alma - that's when the self-steer tendency bloomed into a full rear axle
shimmy. I pulled over whenever I could to investigate; couldn't see anything
obvious. The group leader - correctly - suggested that whatever I was observing
had to do something with the rear axle geometry; since I checked it in the
morning, I feared the reason could have been a chipped tooth or a few in the rear
ring and pinion pair, and metal shaving finding their way into the TruTrac
differential. We parted; the group went four-wheeling, we went back to the
staging area near the Wheeler Lake trailhead to do more comprehensive research.
After lifting the rear wheels off the ground, I could not feel any problems
with the rear differential, and still could not find anything obviously wrong
with the suspension. Removed the rear driveshaft to check the vehicle behavior on
the way back to town, and we resigned to hiking the surrounding area near the
abandoned mine and creek running into Montgomery reservoir. When we came back, it
was already time for lunch - so we settled in the camp chairs, fired up the
propane stove, and made ourselves hot drinks and ate soggy sandwiches and Bill
Davis' steaks. Thanks Bill - it was the best part of the day!
Walked up the trail a little, watched a group of four-wheelers make short
work of the first obstacle, and followed a trail of gear oil from the obstacle

back to where the source was probably picked up by
the tow truck.
The drive back to town showed that, while
diminished, the self-steer tendency did not go away.
Upon our return to the lodge I used the
convenience of the perfectly flat and clean concrete
floor in the lodge's garage to reexamine the
underside of the truck. For some reason, only then
and there the cause became apparent - the loose bolt
and nut at the right rear trailing arm (same one
where the bushing fell almost apart, and the nut had
to be tightened during the run to Wheeler Lake on
the first day of the Rally). I did my best to
tighten the snot out of it, double-nutted the bolt,
reinstalled the rear driveshaft, and test-drove the
truck. The rear steer was gone!
It did bring a considerable relief - since I
needed to drive Nikolay and Ilya to Denver Int'l
airport in the wee hours of next morning.
We loitered a little around town, ate something
at a cafe, and took part in concluding festivities
of the Rally. Met some very interesting characters.
Spent the late evening packing up stuff, and
finishing off whatever drinks we still had left.
Tally for the day - about 44 miles, out of which about 4 - off pavement.

PART TWO – LONG WAY HOME

Day 7 - Trip to Denver and Mosquito Pass
Got up at half past four in the morning, had some coffee, made several
attempts to wake up Ilya. We finally succeeded, relocated him and the assorted
luggage to the truck, dropped of the keys, and drove away from Breckenridge. On
the way to the Interstate 70, we looked down on a bunch of Corvettes heading up
to Frisco for some huge gathering.
Once we reached the highway, it
became very clear that the rate our
progress had to be limited by the bent
rear driveshaft. The damn thing would
stay quiet under load, but would vibrate
like crazy under coasting conditions. It
wasn't too bad until we crossed the
Continental
Divide
and
started
the
descent towards Denver - at this point,
all I could do to get us to the airport
in
time
was
to
alternate
between
accelerating past 80 mph and enginebraking down to 60 or so. Reaching the
upper speed limit also revealed that we
must have lost most of the balancing weights off the front wheels (found out
later that rears were badly out of balance as well).
I didn't feel all too happy, since most of the way from Colorado to Southern
California is downhill...
Dropped my passengers at the terminal, parked the truck, and went to the
terminal to wait for my new fare - longtime friend Andrew Portnoy from San Diego.
From the airport, called one of the Rally's vendors in hopes he'd still be in
Breck, and would have another Disco rear driveshaft around. He was still in town,
and promised me to rummage through his stock and call me back.
Met Andrew, hopped back in the truck, and hit the Interstate 70 back towards
the West. Andrew surprised me by bringing along a Tupperware box with lamb kabob
- in his carry-on! I don't think I'd have patience for the likely conversation
with TSA personnel at San Diego Int'l...
Got a call about SOL on the driveshaft; we'd have to live with the one we
have.
We stopped at Idaho Springs; searched around for a place to eat the kabob settled in the chocolate shop on Colorado Boulevard. A local ex-Mexican
deliveryman commended us for the choice of food, inquired on whether we were
Armenians (some knowledge of customs of remote peoples!), and shared his immense
wealth of knowledge of high-ranking Mexican mobsters in San Diego and Tijuana.
The beauty of the rest of the trip was in a complete lack of a plan - we
didn't know anything about how would we wander around the country, except for the
general direction towards San Diego. So we spread the maps around, and pondered
the opportunities.
I was still reeling from a sense of a lost day at the Rally, so I suggested
taking one of the trails from the Rally's roster - Mosquito Pass, especially
since several Rally participants were talking about having to dig through snow on
this trail.
Drove to and through Breckenridge, following the same get-up-and-let-go
driveline vibration mitigation routine, crested the pass, descended to the town
of Alma (where we picked up some moderately useless supplies, like another
folding knife and a slab of cheese), and turned West in the direction of Mosquito
Pass.
Now, the not-quite-spoken rule of travel with Andrew is that we stop
anywhere/everywhere we feel like taking photos; by that time, I've had a week
full of seeing the mountain countryside, and couldn't quite feel the same urge to

shoot another abandoned mine or aspen grove or what have you as fresh-from-thebeach Andrew.
It took some time to adjust the driving routine. We made a long stop near the
pass to take pictures of the mine, lake nearby, snow bank near the lake,
wildflowers near the lake, truck near the mine, and whatever else came about. A
late-model Ford pickup truck that was lumbering along, its occupants making the
same photo stops.
Moved on; soon we saw the Ford, stopped in indecisiveness. The place in
question was indeed narrow, on the rocky shelf road; the snow has melted but the
water streaming across the place froze, leaving a few icy patches. The trail was
wide enough not to be a problem for a Discovery, so we drove off, over the hump,
and downhill towards Leadville (after taking some mandatory shots at the pass and
close by). In a few times we stopped to take photos, we learned how Mosquito Pass
earned its name. The little buggers didn't seem to be put off by the wind or
cold, and feasted on us as much as they could.
On the way down, noticed that double-pumping the brake pedal became almost
obligatory. Hmmm....
Stopped at Leadville - to take the photos again, and to restock our onboard
bar with tequila. The outskirts of Leadville certainly didn't look like a place
for a nice campground with log cabins (this was how we envisioned our nighttime
stay), so we drove on South towards Buena Vista (passing the Lake County airport
which has a distinction of being the highest airfield in the continental U.S.).
The nice girl at the white-water rafting camp on the way and a little old lady at
the gas station in Buena Vista suggested trying Cottonwood Hot Springs as a place
to spend a night (thanks!); the cabins were all booked up, and instead of those
we were offered a room in a separate guesthouse location - about five miles back
towards Buena Vista.
The place was awesome - it looked like, and it was, a house where people
lived. They just happened to have four or five more rooms than they needed, so
they were offered as lodging. Not quite your ordinary B&B; the owner left a note
that we could use whatever we needed in the kitchen.
Now, I don't remember what we did first - go back to the hot springs and
sauna, or fry a full 10" pan of porcini (king bolete), and wolf it down with
tequila; most likely it was in that order, because tequila stock was quite
depleted towards the end of the dinner (beyond the belief in safe selftransportation). A couple showed up for another room - what looked like babyboomers in their back-to-motorcycle years; we shared a few road stories, they
made comments about people from the foreign lands harvesting the wild mushrooms
and getting violently sick from eating them. I confessed to having properly
Googled "Colorado Wild Mushrooms," as if it were some sort of FDA guarantee.
Nevertheless, we went to sleep clean and fed, slept very soundly, and woke up
just fine next morning.
Tally for the day - 280 miles, out of which 10 - off pavement.

Day 8 - Cottonwood Pass, Italian Creek trail, and Canyonlands
Our newly-found friends from the night before talked me out of going to
St.Elmo, Tincup, or Pitkin, and into taking the Cottonwood Pass. Note to self:
only take advice from the like kind, that is, from four-wheelers. Not that
Cottonwood Pass lacked scenic beauty - it had plenty, but it was a highway pass.
We did stop to hunt for wild mushrooms, but the woods, albeit looking proper for
the boletes, were dry and void of them.
After cresting the pass (and, of course, taking photos), we headed down a
dusty graded switchbacks towards Taylor Park reservoir, accompanied by a stream
of loaded gooseneck trailers and motorhomes.
We tried our best to cross the valley as fast as we could without raising a
dust storm, and made a pause at the Italian Creek trailhead.
Drove a little further into the trail until we found a fantastic place to
have lunch - in the shade of the aspens and overlooking the valley with a creek.
It could have been a fantastic place to camp - and was, apparently, judging by
the recent fire ring.
Continued on the trail - which was getting steeper and rockier. As we reached
a junction with the trail that leads to the top of American Flag Mountain, we
were joined by a pack of quad and motorcycle drivers. I wanted to re-visit the
place ever since I was there ten years ago, so we labored up the winding track on
the side of the mountain.
At the top, there was a fairly large group of people. Surprisingly, no one
ventured to the tip of the mountain even on foot, let alone driving their means
of transportation; I just had to do it.
In this place, making one foot further than necessary might take you a couple
of thousand feet further, and there is absolutely nothing to be seen from the
driver's seat than the sky and the tip of the flagpole. Andrew volunteered to
spot me to the edge of the trail. That, combined with the need of double-pumping
the brake pedal, stopped me somewhat short of the most-dramatic photo on this
mountain; although, having looked at the photos from ten years ago, I couldn't
tell if I became more or less of a pussy.
In any case, whatever extreme we've reached brought about cheers and photos
from the rest of the crowd, so we took our photos, and I backed out and drove
down to the trail.
In a little while, we came upon a fork on the trail - the left being called
"moderate" (read "barely beyond graded dirt road"), and the right - "difficult."
We thought we had it with easy stuff, and took the right branch - to Upper Reno
Divide.

It went to business shortly, weaving through
dense and stiff brush, and using up the articulation
of the truck. The trail came above the timberline,
onto the very narrow and off-camber shelf road, with
rather unstable rocks under the wheel. Here we came
head-to-head with a group of jeepers and had to back
down to the nearest spot to squeeze by - which was a
challenge in its own. The drive of the lead Jeep
asked us of whether we planned to drive the Reno
Divide alone - and very strongly advised against
doing that. We let them pass, and I walked about a
quarter of a mile to the "bad spot" I was told
about. While walking, I tried to make mental notes
about which rocks to avoid - some might do in our
already damaged rear driveshaft, some were very
unstable underfoot and were likely to shift when
driven on. Finally, I came to the spot where a
granite boulder was leaning over the trail - which
wasn't much of a problem for open-top and low-slung
Jeeps, but would make me drive all the way to the
outer edge of the trail. I pondered my options while
standing - and rocking side-to-side - on a slab of
granite at the edge; the trail was definitely
passable in my truck, but in absence of a good
spotter I might have to drive around the boulder
while leaning the top of the truck towards the
boulder every step of the way using the winch. The
sight of a crumpled ball of a Pathfinder made me
squash the adrenaline rush, and make a decision to
take the easier route. The poor Nissan not just
rolled off, it must have bounced of the jagged
boulders a dozen times before coming to rest a few
hundred feet below. It would have been a miracle if
any of inhabitants of the truck survived that fall;
I could not find any information about this rollover, except for it must have happened in the Summer
of 2010.
Took a few photos, and walked back to the Disco.
The
"moderate"
branch
provided
more
entertainment than I anticipated, with some mud,
several off-camber creek crossings, and a meadow
that was nearly covered in huge king boletes!
Unfortunately, the mushrooms were nearly completely
devoured by worms, so we only picked up a couple of
young ones right off the side of the trail.
After a steep descent to Cement Creek, we
reached the town of Almont and turned South on
Highway 135.

During the fuel stop at Gunnison, I pondered our
lodging options for the night, and called KOA Campground
in Ouray. The ladies at the desk said there were no
cabins available, but they would keep us in mind should
anyone cancel their reservation.
Besides gasoline, two hose clamps were procured at
Gunnison gas station, and installed on the driveshaft with the buckles placed roughly over the deepest gouge in
the driveshaft. The results were pleasing, although far
from a full-blown orgasm.
The sun started setting while we drove by Blue Mesa
Reservoir, and we arrived to the campground in complete
darkness. The travel Gods must have been friendly to us,
and somebody did bail out on their booked cabin! We
grilled and ate some stuff we bought in Ridgeway, took a
few bites out of that tequila, and expired for the night.
Tally for the day - 185 miles, out of which 63 - off pavement. Not too bad.
Route plotting between Bing Maps and Google Maps:
Bing scores, Google - not.

Nasty spot on Upper Reno Divide

Day 9 - Ouray to Canyonlands
The day began with inspection of underside of the truck - which didn't reveal
anything we haven't seen before. Andrew vaguely defined this day's destination as
Canyonlands National Park - which is about the size of the City of Los Angeles
(and slightly larger than Moscow, Russia), minus the highways. We decided to head
out West towards Moab, and have lunch and make a decision there.
I fought the windy downhill from Ridgway to the little town of Norwood, where
we stopped to procure some camping supplies (like a battery-powered lamp) and
automotive junk (whatever I could find to bleed my brakes should they become
intolerable, and do some other maintenance). Andrew kicked me out of the pilot's
seat and wrestled with the truck all the way to Moab.
In Moab we spent some quality time keeping the maps spread out on the hood in
the wind, and pilfering the free brochures in the Visitors' Center. In process,
Andrew somewhat clarified his desire - the Island in the Sky district was the one
to go to, and Elephant Hill and Needles were out of the picture. Park rangers
told us that there were very few camping spots in the district - namely, 12 in
the campground we really wanted. Truth be told, I didn't know which one we wanted
- because I didn't know Andrews ambitions for the day, but once we climbed from
the U.S.191 to the Park's gates, it was pretty settled. Mesa Arch was the Holy
Grail for the day (that is, sunset and following sunrise); the next-best
campground was forty minutes away from our goal, and for the lazy buggers that we
are, it was just about out of question.
The time was already in the mid-afternoon, so my motions of driving the White
Rim or at least Shafer Trail into the park were voted down. Armed with a yearly
National Parks pass, we breezed through the gates, and headed towards the Grand
View point - where one can see the confluence of Green and Colorado Rivers.
We made a detour to the 12-site campground near Mesa Arch, and found every
site booked solid. Fortunately, a couple from Michigan offered us to share their
site, since they weren't planning to venture outside their RV at night. We did
meet some very nice people on this trip!
After adding our name to the campsite slip, we went to the Grand View point.
That was one seriously Grand View indeed. We practically doubled our
collection of redundant photos, trying to make sure that not a milliradian of our
enormous field of view would escape coverage. Little things like flowers, ants,
and whatnot, were also paid respect. The sun was setting quickly, so we jumped
back in the truck and drove to the Arch - just in time to capture the evening
glory of the place.
Came back to the camp, pitched the tent and cooked a little dinner in almost
complete darkness.
The night was absolutely magnificent - it made me realize how much time has
passed since the last time I was able to see the Milky Way. People, get out more
often!
Note for myself: forgot what I wanted to remember.
Tally for the day - about 220 miles, all on pavement. Almost all.

Day 10 - Canyonlands to Yuma, Arizona
The chirp of the cell phone woke us up at five in the morning; we snuck out
of the sleeping bags, out of the tent, and into the truck so we wouldn't wake up
our generous neighbors, and quietly drove to the Mesa Arch.
Now, that was a sight to see.
The place was packed with people!!! And clearly there were people who took
their long time to drive to the place, since we haven't seen them in our
campground.
As the skies gradually brightened, we could parse out the crowd into two
distinctive groups.
One, the pros (or wannabe pros) - a seriously-looking chaps heavily laden
with
photo
equipment.
This
little
gang
busied
itself
positioning
and
repositioning the tripods - so that no part of anyone's tripod or other equipment
spoiled the natural beauty of the place, captured with wide-angle lenses.
It was pretty comical, actually - reminded me of the fuss of seagulls
spreading out on a ship's A-frame or seals jumping on the rock.
Another - and much larger - crowd was of predominantly Asian tourists. They
did pretty much the same shuffle game, but on a different level - that is, how
many people can be jam-packed in front of the Arch opening (that was free of
tripods!).
Besides these two classes of society, a few disenfranchised souls (like us)
sought solace on the neighboring rocks, pretending that they could care less for
the grand finale.
As the sunrise was coming closer, the crowds thickened. The pros' SLRs came
alive with clickety-clack of the shutters; the Asians' point-and-shoots went up
in fireworks of flashes. The most advanced ones started experimenting with not
using flash, with predictable results: pitch-black outline of people sitting on
the edge of the Arch, pitch-black outline of the Arch and ground below, and the
rest saturated-white because of the Sun now shining directly into the lenses.
I wish the era of digital photography came a little later - it would've given
Ritz Camera and Wal-Mart photo developing places a long and productive run...
And, after all, there's only so much film one can pack in the camera (and one's
pockets).
A few characters emerged from the crowd, like a lady who practiced one yoga
position or another on pretty much every protrusion of the landscape, and had her
significant other taking photos and videos. A variety of outstretched hands, Sun
disk pinched between one's thumb and index finger, and what have you, was
produced and videographed for posterity.
The Sun came up, and with that - most of the mob dispersed. Which was very
fortunate, since late sunset seemed to be more photogenic than early.
We wrapped up the "session," and returned to have breakfast and strike the
camp. Bid good-bye to our neighbors, and went downhill to Moab and our next stop
- Natural Bridges National Monument.
... Which turned out to be somewhat of a downer - it felt like a place for
people too lazy to drive to Arches National Park and walk up to the arches.
Taking a rock chip into the brand new windshield did not add to the overall
enthusiasm; later, we must have spent more time around Mexican Hat Rock in
Monument Valley.
Crossed into Arizona, and had our depressing lunch in the Deli in Kayenta's
supermarket. People aren't that much into delicatessen in these parts of the
country. Fueled up, and hammered down the road towards Flagstaff - by now it was
mid-afternoon, and we still had about 500 miles to cover.
As the less-scenic parts of Navajo land were gliding past our windows, we
immersed in the animated discussion of the coming night's lodging option.

Andrew was of an unbending
opinion that we should, like real
travellers, spend a night under
the stars in the sands of Imperial
Dunes in California. The image he
painted was indeed pretty (I'd
have said romantic, should he be
of an opposite gender), but in my
unbending opinion had some flaws.
To sum it up:
Pros: a night in the dunes,
stars,
campfire
going
without
fears of burning half of the
Southwest United States, sunset
and sunrise in the dunes.
Cons: well, if one's spent a
night in the open between Yuma,
Arizona,
and
El
Centro,
California, one knows the cons.
First
of
all,
it
is
ridiculously hot. Second, our tent
does
not
have
self-supporting
structure, but relies on stakes which have no use in sand, so tent
is out. We'd be sleeping on the
tarp.
Third, both our sleeping bags
were perfectly qualified for a
night
on
one
of
Colorado
mountaintops - rated between 35F
and 40F, and therefore would be
kind of useless in the desert. So
we'd wake up with fine sand in
every crease and orifice of our
bodies.
I went heavy on cons - among
those, flies from the fields of
Yuma and Imperial county, and
insects of the worse kind - twowheeled with two-stroke motors. I
wasn't particularly sure of these,
but for some reason had a real
aversion to the night in the open
- two sleepless nights in the past
spent in Holtville and on Yuma
Proving Grounds were enough.
We've
swapped
seats
in
Flagstaff,
and
the
argument
continued all the way to Gila
Bend, Arizona. I pointed out the
giant
display
outside
reading
toasty 98 degrees (at 10 in the
evening), and we stopped at a gas
station.
I think it was the moment of
opening the door at the gas
station that brought the decision

about. After five hours in air-conditioned vehicle, the heat hit us like stepping
out of the Houston Hobby terminal after a 10-hour flight. Not just the heat - the
fine smell of manure (where did it come from in Gila Bend???) and clouds of bugs
drawn to any light source. The seed of doubt that I tried to plant in Andrew's
mind sprouted in the phone call home, and inquiry about overnight lows in Glamis,
California. The authorities on the other end of the line promised the air not to
cool off below 75F, and that would come about 5 in the morning. The sprout of
doubt now grew into a pretty strong sapling.
The fresh manure smell on the outskirts of Yuma did it. The life support crew
on the other end of the line booked us a $40 motel room in Yuma, and our first
order of business in town was to procure a bottle of tequila. Which wasn't at all
difficult, given the median distance between liquor stores in Yuma of about 500
feet.
Note for self - do not go below $70 for a motel room in Yuma.
The place stank pretty badly, so we had to crank up the A/C and fan to the
max, and keep the door open until we were almost out of our medication. Didn't
find any porn on TV, and fell soundly asleep shortly after midnight.
Tally for the day - 730 miles, all on pavement. One long day...

Day 11 - Home Run
Got up at five, stumbled into the Discovery, and headed West to California.
By the time we reached the turn-off to the dunes, the skies brightened up, and
the sun was about to show up from behind the mountains. In a hurry to deliver
Andrew closer to the best vantage point, I drove up the dune - not very far, as
it turned out. Feeling the speed drop, I started a turn towards the bottom, and
sank in sand halfway through the turn - that is, the truck at about 20 degrees'
lean. Border Patrol guys chuckled a bit in their Tahoe, and drove away.
We got out of the truck, and lumbered uphill. That is, I did the lumbering Andrew looked so fired up with excitement that he almost ran up the hill, and
vanished in the morning haze.
Went back to the truck, aired it down from 50 to more sand-friendly 18 psi,
and drove it out without a slightest hint of a wheelspin. It somewhat encouraged
me to make a few more runs up the dune, and I was pleased to see that my tire
tracks went as far or farther than many others. Parked at the bottom of the dune,
and fired up the stove for the morning coffee.
I made a note of the fact that it wasn't at all hot, and rather breezy, and
there was not a single fly or motorcycle in sight. Maybe Andrew had a point,
after all.
In any case, the photo session turned out a major success, so Andrew didn't
complain about our unconfirmed manhood.
Before taking off, we saw a pair of teenagers of different gender driving up
to the dunes in a little Toyota, going out for a walk. I almost burst out
laughing seeing the girl happily running up the sandy slope, and the guy
following obediently but without any enthusiasm. The "Zabriskie Point" scene
persisted for a while, then we packed up and went home.
There was absolutely nothing to write home about on the way to San Diego.
Came back before lunch, took a shower, and went to work.
Tally for the day - 180 miles, not counting 47 miles of commuting to work in the afternoon.
Total mileage - about 2750 miles, out of which about 130 - off pavement

Photography: Ilya, Nikolay, and Peter Matusov, Andrew Portnoy;
a photo of SOB Hill was taken from Darren Kilgore’s website mycolorado.org.

